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ABSTRACT
Due to the expansion of high-speed Internet access, the need for secure and reliable networks has become more critical. Since
attacks are becoming more sophisticated and networks are becoming larger there is a need for an efficient intrusion detection
systems (IDSs) that can distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate traffic and be able to signal attacks in real time, before
serious damages are produced. Although there are some existing mechanisms for intrusion detection, there is need to improve the
performance. Data mining techniques and machine learning are a new approach for intrusion detection. In this work naive Bayes
classifier and decision trees with C4.5 and CART algorithms for detecting abnormal traffic patterns in the KDD Cup 1999 data are
used. The IDS system is supposed to distinguish normal traffic from intrusions and to classify the intrusions into five classes:
Normal, DoS, probe, R2L and U2R. Research shows that decision trees gives better overall performance than the naive Bayes
classifier.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. GOALS

The Internet has grown tremendously in recent
decades. The interconnection of computers and network
devices has made the cyberspace so complex that even the
best experts on the planet do not fully understand its
deepest inner workings. Personal computers get faster
every year and it is not rare for ordinary user to connect to
the internet through 10 Mb/s lines or faster. To complicate
the matter, there is an increase of the number and level of
confidentiality of the information found on the internet.
On-line banking and online payment make life easier for
average internet user, but make it harder for security
experts and network administrators. Practically anyone
has access to the huge database of information that is the
internet. In particular, many websites display information
about software security and hacking. Others provide
hacking toolkits that even the most inexperienced users
can launch without difficulty. Add to this the fact that the
Internet was not built in the interest of security because
nobody could have predicted its dazzling expansion and
we have the ingredients of a monumental problem.
Due to the availability of large amounts of data in
cyber infrastructure and the number of cyber criminals
attempting to gain access to the data, data mining,
machine learning, statistics, and other interdisciplinary
capabilities are needed to address the challenges of
cybersecurity. Data mining is the extraction, or mining, of
knowledge from a large amount of data. The strong
patterns or rules detected by data-mining techniques can
be used for the nontrivial prediction of new data. In
nontrivial prediction, information that is implicitly
presented in the data, but was previously unknown is
discovered. Data mining uses statistical models,
mathematical algorithms, and machine learning methods
to discover previously unknown, valid patterns and
relationships in large data sets, which are useful for
finding attacks [1] [5][6][7].

The goal of this paper is to build a predictive model (a
classifier) capable of distinguishing between "bad"
connections, called intrusions or attacks, and "good"
normal connections with Data mining and machine
learning techniques. Proposal of the process can be seen
on the Figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Proposal of the process.
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2.1. Dataset
In this work was used 10 percent KDD 1999 cup data
set. The 10 percent KDD cup 1999 contains 494020
entries. Each instance in the KDD Cup 1999 datasets
contains 41 features that describe a connection and a label
(information about type of attack). Features 1-9 stands for
the basic features of a packet, 10-22 for content features,
23-31 for traffic features and 32-41 for host based features
[4]. There are 22 different attack types in dataset 10
percent KDD and these attack types fall into four main
categories: probe, denial of service (DoS), remote to local
(R2L) and user to root (U2R).
We divided 10 percent KDD in to training and testing
sets(2:1). Models from training set used for testing set and
sample Corrected. It is important to note that sample
Corrected is not from the same probability distribution as
the training data, and it includes specific 14 attack types
not in the training data. This makes the task more realistic.
Some intrusion experts believe that most novel attacks are
variants of known attacks and the "signature" of known
attacks can be sufficient to catch novel variants [4] After
basic statistical calculations two main problems were
found:
1.

2.

The dataset is highly unbalanced. In particular,
the classes U2R and R2L are the least well
represented with only 52 and 1,126 examples
respectively, whereas the DoS class contains
391458 examples. With such a small number of
examples as in the U2R and R2L classes, it can
be expected that it will be difficult for the
classifier to predict the correct classes of unseen
examples (Table 1).
The dataset has a lot of attributes.
Table 1 Statistics of various datasets.

2.2. Data Pre-processing Stage
Adding columns headers: Since the KDD Cup 1999
dataset was retrieved unlabeled, one of the first important
steps is to add columns headers to it. 41 columns headers
are added that contain information such as duration,
protocol type, service, src bytes, dst bytes, ag, land, wrong
fragment , etc.
Transformation of symbolic features to numerical:
The 10 percent KDD99 benchmark dataset has three
symbolic features: protocol type, service and ag. These
features are very important and should not be ignored.
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Encapsulate 22 attacks (making target attribute):
The next step is to encapsulate the attack names to their
categories, 22 attack names to their four original
categories DoS, PRB, R2L and U2L and normal to normal
category. For the solution of first problem are used
oversampling minority classes and undersampling
majority classes.
Balanced data set:
•
•
•
•
•

DOS 49,3 percent against 79,21
Normal 24,65 percent against 19,71
Probe 20,25 percent against 0,84
R2L 5,55 percent against 0,23
U2R 0,25percent against 0,01

Balanced data set did not have expected results for
categories R2L and U2R. In this case weights were used.
Another approach to make decision trees more suitable for
learning from extremely imbalanced data follows the idea
of cost sensitive learning. Since the decision trees
classifier tends to be biased towards the majority class, we
shall place a heavier penalty on misclassifying the
minority class. Reversed weights in inverse proportion to
their occurrence were used. Biggest weights have minority
classes and smallest weights have majority classes. This
solution gave us better results for Probe, R2L and U2R.
Correct choosing attributes: For the solution of the
second problem several approaches were used (functions
from R like csf, consistency and random forest). Function
cfs is based on correlation and entropy. Function
consistency is capable of finding attribute subset using
consistency measure. The variable importance plot is a
critical output of the random forest algorithm. For each
variable in your matrix it tells you how important that
variable is in classifying data. The plot shows each
variable on the y axis, and their importance on the x axis.
They are ordered top to bottom as most to least important.
Therefore, the most important variables are at the top and
an estimate of their importance is given by the position of
the dot on the x axis.
We can see the most important attributes in Figure 2
and Figure 3. After several tests were used these
attributes:
•

For decision trees with algorithms CART and
C4.5 : wrongfragment + loggedin + srcbytes +
count+ dstbytes + dsthostsrvdifhostrate+
isguestlogin+ hot + ag + dsthostsamesrcportrate
+ numcompromised + srvd-ifhostrate+srvcount
+ dsthostserrorrate+ di_srvrate + service +
protocoltype + dsthostrerrorrate + duration

•

For Naive Bayes classifier: dsthostsamesrvrate
+dsthostsamesrcportrate dsthostsrvcount +
dsthostcount + samesrvrate + srvcount + count
+ dstbytes + srcbytes + ag + service + duration
+ protocoltype + numfilecreations+loggedin +
hot
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algorithms for constructing decision trees usually
work top-down, by choosing an attribute at each
step that best splits the set of items. Different
algorithms use different metrics for measuring
"best". Algorithm CART (classification and
regression tree) uses Gini Index and algorithm
C4.5 uses information gain. Building model with
Naive Bayes classifier computes the conditional
aposterior probabilities of a categorical class
variable given independent predictor variables
using the Bayes rule.
2.

Fig. 2 Important attributes.

Using classifier for classification - In this step the
classifier is used for classification. Here the test
data are used to estimate the accuracy of
classification rules. The classification rules can
be applied to the new data tuples if the accuracy
is considered acceptable.

4. EVALUATION CRITERIA (METRICS USED TO
ANALYZE THE RESULTS)
Several metrics are used to evaluate and compare the
performance of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs). The
most basic metrics are Confusion matrix, Precision,
Sensitivity and F1 score [2] (Figure 4).

Fig. 3 Important attributes.

•

False Positive (FP): represents the number of
instances that are classified by the intrusion
detection systems as being anomalous when in
fact they are legitimate.

•

True Positive (TP): represents the number of
instances that are classified by the intrusion
detection systems as being anomalous and that
really are anomalous.

•

False Negative (FN): represents the number of
instances that are classified by the intrusion
detection systems as being legitimate when in
fact, they are anomalous.

•

True Negative (TN): represents the number of
instances that are classified by the intrusion
detection systems as being legitimate and that
really are legitimate.

3. BUILDING A CLASSIFIER MODELS
We can divide classification in two steps [3]:
1.

Building the classifier or model. This step is the
learning step or the learning phase. In this step
the classification algorithms build the classifier.
The classifier is built from the training set made
up of database tuples and their associated class
labels. Each tuple that constitutes the training set
is referred to as a category or class. These tuples
can also be referred to as sample, object or data
points. Building model with decision trees-
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Fig. 4 Confusion matrix, Precision, Sensitivity, F1 score.
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Table 1 Comparison of models before and after, sample
corrected.
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Research shows that decision trees give better overall
performance than the naive Bayes classifier.
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